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The root of psychological and biological disease is spiritual. Pastor Henry W. Wright not only equips

the church to defeat sickness, but he also demystifies it by showing, from God's perspective, why

mankind has disease in the first place. The problem is not that God cannot heal disease or does not

want to; the problem is that mankind does not understand disease.God's perfect will is not to heal

you; His perfect will is that you won't get sick. A More Excellent Way is a valuable resource in

assisting spiritual leaders, healthcare professionals, and all individuals in understanding the spiritual

dynamics behind diseases of the body, spirit, and soul.Through this book, you will"Discover why

mankind has disease."Uncover the spiritual roots of disease."Understand barriers to

healing."Practice effective disease prevention."Learn spiritual pathways to wholeness and

health."Know how to overcome pain and sickness."Grow in medical knowledge and spiritual

wisdom."Claim your biblical victory over disease."Find the time to rest and be whole."Grasp God's

perfect will for your perfect health."Surpass disease management and achieve complete victory in

Christ!"Disease prevention and eradication...not disease management, is my goal." -Pastor Henry

Wright
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Henry W. Wright is the senior pastor of Pleasant Valley Church in Thomaston, Georgia, and the

president and founder of Be in Health Global. Be in Health Global is a network of doctors,

psychologists, pastors, and other individuals around the world who work with the medical

community and spiritual leaders to share information about disease and spirituality. Wright has



presented seminars worldwide and across broad denominational lines for a number of years.

Recognized for his understanding of disease from a spiritual perspective, he is a frequent guest on

many well-known television and radio programs.Wright was exposed to the power of spiritual

healing at an early age when his mother was miraculously cured of terminal cancer and a fatal

tumor that was wrapped around her jugular vein. Paralyzed and dying, she was carried to a church

service where she cried out to God for healing so that she could raise her son. She repented of

bitterness and made a Hannah-type covenant that she would raise him in the knowledge of God if

He would heal her. God healed her instantly and completely, breaking a genetic pattern of cancer

that had been present in her family for generations.Today, Wright is committed to the belief that

human problems are fundamentally spiritual, with associated physical and psychological

manifestations. With his pre-med background and insights into the medical as well as the spiritual

aspects of disease, he brings a fresh perspective to the process of ministering to the sick. He has

applied these principles successfully in bringing healing to people with a broad range of diseases,

many of which were considered incurable.

We are seeing healing take place in so many areas in our church. People are beginning to see that

they need their minds transformed so that they can live happy and healthy lives. This book serves

as a guide to help us see the truth about ourselves and so often why we have disease in our bodies.

Wonderful book!

I started reading this book by picking through it, looking for things that pertained to me. Then I had

to read it from cover to cover and am in the process of reading it again right now. It was such an eye

opener for me and it just makes so much sense to me. If I could have had this information when I

was 23 years old I probably would still have my thyroid gland and wouldn't have had to deal with all

the health problems I have had since. I am working on the problems I have now that can be handled

without medicine, if I so choose, and I do so choose. Since my eyes have been opened to the reality

that God didn't make me to be sick, I have gotten off depression medicine that I have taken for over

30 years. I have taken Prednisone for 2 years and it almost destroyed me last year because of the

high dose I was given. I am almost completely off of it now. I am just so happy to know that most of

the things that happen to me can be controlled by believing and practicing Biblical truths. This book

confirms things that I have always felt were true but I didn't know where to go in the Bible to find

them and this man just puts it all up front and encourages you to deal with your issues. He never

tells you to defy your doctors. Just do what he says along with your doctor's orders and then watch



the need for medicine disappear. I have encouraged lots of people to buy this book and have even

bought it for some people.

This book is excellent and it is life transforming! I thank God for using my friend to lead me to it and

for revealing to Henry Wright such insight!!! After I began applying the principles in the book, so far

this is what has changed in my life: not one more intense tension headache, no more PMS, no more

burning reaction to panty liners if used more than two days, no more reaction to shower sops that

produced an itching, burning sensation immediately after shower, no more mild pimples which

usually popped after make up use or immediately after butter. Even my nails have change from

forever breeaking and brittled to now being healthy long and beautiful, and the most incredible, no

more constipation, a condition in which I was since I make use of reasoning! It is just amazing how

right Henry is about why we were not being healed. He is so right when he says God's people are

perishing still today because of lack of knowledge. I know my list of healing will get longer because

God is still working with me in different areas and my heart not yet fully healed. I have given the

book to other people and told I dont know how many other ones. In combination with this book, I

read Introduction to Ocultism and the book on Fear also by him. For me has been the perfect

combination in my walk out process. God conitnue to bless you Henry! I will be sending him my

testimony, in Jesus Name!!

This book lays out the principles of how your sin/spiritual life impacts your health. I know Pastor

Henry Wright the author, and the principles are tried & true by so many being set free from diseases

that have had causes unknown and could only be treated with no hope of getting rid of the disease.

I for one had multiple chemical sensitivities for 13 years, with only the disease being identified, yet

medically was not able to get me back to full health. But using the Biblical principles in this book to

identify the causes, I was totally brought back to health. I highly recommend this book for anyone

who has a disease that medically cannot be healed, or you know someone who is in that

predicament.

For me, it is a slow read. The author makes a point and then quotes the exact same scripture below

the point word for word. Also, I read up to the prayer that references bitterness but didn't understand

what is supposed to go in the blanks in the prayer as no instruction was given. . The keys roots

behind bitterness are listed so are those what we say? In the back of the book are sicknesses

caused by fear, anxiety and stress but no "cheat sheet" on what to do with that info. I'm not looking



for a quick fix  but I also don't have the $ to go to a week long school to learn this. I spoke with a rep

from his organization on the website. I asked what was on the teaching cd that comes with the book.

His response was "it's a dvd" and then vanished! It seems like a lot for one book and although I'm

not Einstein, I'm also not stupid, and I am having a difficult time grasping what is presented.

This book was recommended to me by a friend who received healing after having been profoundly

ill with diseases her physicians told her were incurable.I read it over two years ago and found it to

be extremely enlightening. In spite of the fact it was hard to follow at times, and had some debatable

scriptural explanations, I found Mr. Wright's premise and intentions to be very genuine. I believe

he's on the right track about why so many people are ill today, and how we need to look to our life

and choices to improve our circumstances. Since reading this book, my health and overall

well-being have improved. It's been a gradual "peeling of the onion" process, as I grow in my

awareness and spiritual maturity.This book is a must read for anyone who wants to explore the

spiritual implications of health and healing. Of course it is always important, to check in with the

Bible and seek the Lord's help in discernment. This way you can take that which is good and benefit

from it, and leave anything that is unclear or doesn't sit well.It is wonderful to consider all of the

people who have received healing as a result of knowledge and awareness they attained through

Henry Wright. I pray he will continue to work for the Lord, and always be humble and courageous

enough to search himself for anything that may not fit the Lord's intention for his ministry and

teachings.
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